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CUE PG. location NOTES

3 House open - preshow forest sounds

3 House to half Preshow announcement

3 after announce / top of show accent of forest sounds

6 "doing with a cow inside the house?"… cow moo (introduction of Milky-White)

6 two knocks of baker's door 2 door knocks  (orchestra?)

7 pot of lentils into the fireplace lentils landing in fireplace (similar to a handful of pebbles thrown) 

8 birds descend bird sounds

8 birds drop lentils in pot clang of each lentil landing in pot (how many?) (orchestra?)

8 two clangs 2 clangs (orchestra?)

10 birds fly off bird sounds

12 a knock on the Baker's door door knock (orchestra?)

14 which levitates levitation support magic sound?

21 end of music forest sounds - and birds for mother's tree

22 mother sings offstage magic sounds

23 falling dress magic sounds

23 "there are spirits here" (He exits) cow moo? And an accent of forest sounds?

28 "cow as white as…" Cow Moo (is this the first moo?)

31 another part of the woods accent of forest sounds?

33 wolf snores sound effect or live?

33 wolf belches sound effect or live?

36 throws the beans to the ground magic sound support? (orchestra?)

39 we hear the first chime of midnight bell tolls 12 (orchestra?) timed to fit sequence if SFX

39 Milky-White lets out a "Moo" Cow Moo

39 Final chime of midnight loud bell (orchestra?)

42 end of music: Scene 3 accent of forest sounds (or maybe after Jack sings)

46 witch zaps them with lightning zap and magic sound effect

46 another part of the forest accent in forest sounds

50 witch zaps Mysterious man zap and magic sound effect

52 Fanfare Fanfare (orchestra?)

56 We hear the slow chime of midnight bell tolls 12 (orchestra?) timed to fit sequence if SFX

56 hen dashes onstage clucking of chicken?

57 Milky-White lets out a moan cow moan (dead)



CUE PG. location NOTES

57 last chime of midnight loud bell (orchestra?)

58 music ends. Scene 5 accent of forest sounds

61 He drops sack of gold sound of falling coins

62 He falls and screams sound of crashing into thorn patch?

65 "give her the slipper and all will -" … crackling wood and enormous thud. shake the audience.

67 witch zaps Baker with lightning zap and magic sound effect

68 witch waves her hand Milky-White resorted to life magic sound

68 Milky-white swallows gulp

68 immediately following bell tolls 12 (orchestra?) timed to fit sequence if SFX

68 Jack milks her feverishly puff of air? (Broadway had a puff of air)

69 "run away from you son, but - "… cow blood curdling moan

69 "It's working!"… cow squeals - might be continuation of previous Q

69 witch drinks potion magical rumble begins

69 last stroke of midnight loud bell (orchestra?)

70 the Witch with a flourish turns around huge magical sound for transformation

71 they arrive at the grave of Cinderella's.. birds cry from the tree

73 Witch goes to put a spell on him.. magic - or lack there of - sound fizzle out

73 breaks her cane another magic fizzle sound?

74 Florinda and Lucinda are blinded angry bird sounds.

78 giant beanstalk emerges rumble twisting growing support?

intermission

83 "the baker and his family"… Baby: Waaah!

83 "I wish…"… Baby: Waaah!

83 "I wish to sponsor a festival"… Baby: Waaah!

83 "The time has come for a festival"… Baby: Waaah!

87 "move to another cottage"… baby cries.

87 baker hands baby back to wife baby stops crying

88 the song is interrupted enormous crash, and rumble - w pots and pans (baker)

90 "expendable bug beneath its foot"... bug crunch under feet

90 "before visiting Jack and his Mother"… knock on jack's door (orchestra?)

92 little red riding hood knocks knock on Baker's door (orchestra?)

92 "go into the woods unescorted"… birds chirp

93 "thank you birds"… birds chirp as ascend

98 we hear a wail in the distance Rapunzel cry in distance - recorded? live?

99 "calm down"… baby cry

100 "well maybe we should go back to -"… giant walking from distance to close - huge - shake theatre.



CUE PG. location NOTES

101 "you can't reason with a dumb giant"… ground gives a mighty shake

103 "here's the lad"… narrator being picked up -  huge earth tremor.

103 "don't drop"… narrator being dropped - yell and thud/splat.

104 steward kills mother hit on head with staff sound

105 "I will return and find you"… giant begins to leave - 3rd step has squish - death attached.

113 wife begins counting steps giant approaches - eventually squashes/crashes wife. (how many steps prior?)

121 witch scatters beans individual magic support?

122 witch disappears magic thunder whoosh

125 Baker takes the baby from Cinderella baby begins to cry

125 birds descend birds chirp

125 "more than ever"… birds chirp

126 "what of the prince?" birds chirp - possibly linked to previous

126 "how can you help?" birds chirp

126 "you could do that?" birds chirp - possibly linked to previous

126 "how can I ever thank you?" birds chirp as ascend  - possibly linked to previous

127 "This will take no time"… baby begins to cry

127 "you want your mother"… baby calms down

132 The song is interrupted giant - approaches

132 "don't let her know our plan"… ground trembles

132 Giant turns and heads away stomping, and birds attack and huge roar of giant in audience.

133 "she doesn't look happy"… pounded on head - probably linked in sequence

133 "Beginning to fall this way!"… loudest noise of all resounds. Falling through trees and huge thud.

135 "With no one to mother my child"… Baby cries

135 "Things will be all right now"… Baby whimpers


